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Greetings beloved of my heart.  

I welcome you to the fervor of God's will that has been the best part of my life for 

centuries. When I contemplate the vast mysteries of the cosmos as if it were not for the 

supporting power of that divine will in my life and for the mys of angels who also helped 

me in my hours of painful effort, I would not have reached the goal nor could I therefore 

help you reach yours. I am grateful to receive you in the heart of the internal retreat, the 

consecrated place for our worship of the one God. I am grateful for your continuous 

grace and for a world moment of those devotees who have seen that star of God's will 

and are determined to bring their fruits to their families, communities and states. I 

would like to tell you that if I could choose a moment in history to embody and live for 

the improvement of humanity. It would be at this time of 1984. I come to advise you 

how to defend the light and assist in the progress and healing of nations and hearts. I 

want to give you a piece of mine. My sense of compassion, not only for people 

everywhere, but in fact and truly for the individual. As I once wrote the orphans of the 

Spirit are our concern, those who have not been instructed in the inner light and do not 

know which path to take. Many of you understand the journey of Jesus our Lord to the 

Far East and understand the purpose of his trip made when he was a teenager as 

many of you are here today. He went in search of the masters of the Far East and the 

teaching itself. It was a preparation for his final years in Palestine and thus he found 

the great eminences of India and took the teachings of Hinduism and Buddhism and 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pbp1yjfmmng
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made them revive, and therefore challenged to the priesthood the classes that denied 

the poor the full flowering of that spirit, and preached to the poor returned the dignity of 

life and that is why those who carried the reins of power in religion, They tried to take 

his life as they did later in Palestine. My beloved, I indicate one of the most pernicious 

mistakes of orthodoxy today and it is the lie that Jesus is the only Son of God, and also 

that Jesus embodied with the complete mastery of Cristeity and did not have to follow 

the path and realize his own internal divine potential before starting his mission. These 

things are evident in the Scriptures, but the Scriptures have been read and reread so 

many times that the true meaning is no longer heard by the soul. The layers of 

erroneous interpretations and then the elimination of the keys themselves, have given 

Christianity today a diluted religion that does not have fervor or fire to face the 

challengers of civilization, whether in world atheism, or in pornography, or in all kinds of 

perversion or immorality that steals the light of the soul. My beloved, I tell you that 

nothing can move forward in life unless the individual has a true understanding of God 

and his relationship with that eternal spirit. Therefore, realize that Jesus did not come 

from God as a new soul born for the first time in his incarnation in Nazareth. No, I 

already say no. He was embodied as Joshua, the military hero of the Hebrew people. 

He was incarnated as Joseph and took his robe of many colors as the favorite son, and 

went through all kinds of tribulations and persecutions caused by his own brothers, who 

were jealous of him and yet won the favor of the pharaoh. Beloved hearts of light, you 

know the soul of Jesus in Elisha, the disciple of the prophet Elijah, and you know that 

Elijah came again in the person of John the Baptist, as he was prophesied and as 

written. Jesus gave his own disciples the confirmation that this John the Baptist was 

Elijah who had come again, thus ratifying the teaching of reincarnation, although he is 

still denied by those Christians who are always citing the Bible, who have decided to 

say that it is not so. And I'm going to tell you why they say it's not like that, it's because 

they don't want to accept responsibility for their own past karma. You cannot believe in 

reincarnation unless you also face and conquer the works of the past. Thus, the lack of 

responsibility due to the education of children in the West today, does not prepare 

warriors of the spirit to face the incursions made by all the forces of lust and greed that 

seek the light of this nation and this citadel of freedom. Understand therefore that your 

understanding of the one God and the only Christ allows you to see that that one God 

and the only Christ have granted you the I Am Presence and the Christ Being as the 

manifestation of pure divinity. Not many gods but a god, and the son of pure God is the 

universal Christ, whose body and bread are parties for you and therefore, being 

participants in that light, being one with the Holy Christ Self, you can also go through 

the initiations of discipleship, as Jesus did, and you should desire and wait for the 
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fullness of that Christ living in you bodily. For what evolution of a spiritual nature? Why 

have the prophets come? Why have the avatars appeared? Why are they favorite 

children and all other sinners? I say no, and this is the most pernicious lie, as I said, 

because it stops everyone before reaching the goal of that supreme call in Christ Jesus 

of whom the Apostle spoke; And nobody dares to become a hero or leader or example 

and those who do are put on a pedestal of idolatry instead of being seen as the 

example. What one can do everyone can do, and this is the philosophy of the Dayerling 

Council we want to impart. We want to wake you up and enliven you, just as God has 

empowered the saints to do to unleash that potential of your heart, that divine spark 

and teach you that life after life, you have been heading towards that point of the value 

of being who you truly are and of not accepting the philosophy that you have evolved 

from animals and that you cannot exceed the mold of animal creation. My beloved, 

what will remain of a planet? A scientific humanism? What will remain? The world 

socialism where everyone becomes drones into a planetary movement controlled by 

magnates of power in East and West? Beloved hearts, that is the goal of the sinister 

forces, and that no one denies that there is an antichrist because the antichrist is all 

force inside and outside the psyche of the man who wants to bring down that true and 

living God within you. Realize that he is not necessarily a person who will appear at a 

certain moment, but that it is the decision on the part of many to personify the 

destructive forces of the universe to turn off the light of freedom nation after nation. 

Without the understanding of Armageddon's education, without the understanding of 

free will, it is impossible to realize that some have chosen the sinister path of the 

destruction of lies and the murderer, and without accepting this it is impossible to 

understand the so-called human behavior that is not in any way human but is the 

behavior of the devil and the behavior of incarnate demons. Do I look like a 

fundamentalist Christian? Well, I am. Remember that I came first to worship, since I 

embodied as one of the Magi. I was transformed, I was transfigured I was, if necessary 

to say so, the first Christian was born again. Beloved hearts I only say it so that you 

realize that the saints of the East and the West have contacted Jesus during their life or 

later, have had the conversion to the Christ and have perceived that Christ in Buddha, 

have perceived that Christ in Krishna, and that no one denies it because when you 

deny the Son of God in one who has manifested that virtue and love you will close the 

door to that light your own temple. Therefore, as you see a religious teaching that 

denies the call that the individual has to personify that living Christ, it is in fact projected 

by the dark forces to deny the door open to divinity for every child of God. John said 

beloved now we are children of God and this he learned with his head in the chest of 

Jesus, therefore to understand the meaning of that journey of the teenage Jesus to the 
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Himalayas. Those lost years, 18 in number, demonstrate the great preparation of this 

soul of light, this son of man, this one who really embodied all the radiance of our God. 

He demonstrates that through his example he left for you a record of the discipleship 

path that is true, which is legitimate. And in the ancient texts of the Vedas and the 

masters of India kept in the Himalayas and carried in the heart of unintended teachers, 

there is that living record. The law written in the body temples themselves of those who 

have maintained the vigil of what was stored in the ancient temples of Lemuria. 

Because those teachings of the law of God that were there, were transported to the 

caves and retreats of the Himalayas before the sinking of that continent. Thus going 

backwards, far beyond all written history, you will find the linear descent of those who 

have come to Earth with a single purpose that is to seek and find the thread of contact 

with Almighty God and demonstrate through his life a living truth. Men can alter what is 

written, they can rewrite the codes of the law to accommodate themselves and their 

low and degrading customs, but they can never change the records of the Akasha. In 

Akasha as the energy and subtle forces that permeate the planet and your auras you 

will find the record of all your past incarnations, of all the previous incarnations of the 

masses of waves of lives that have come here from other planetary homes. You will 

find the records of civilizations, you will find that those who write the stories paraffins 

and books today, such as Taylor Catwell who wrote as a child a story near Atlantis, 

have received the grace of having access to the Akashic records and have started 

writing about themes of those who knew nothing and not only have given people all 

kinds of invaluable information that gives them clues to the past and glories Past of 

civilizations of great light and scientific achievements, as in the readings of Edgar 

Caice, but they have also shown a teaching and a path and an understanding so that 

each individual soul finds its true roots returning to the birth in the heart of the great 

central sun and the descent to the incarnation here. Why embody in a dark world and a 

darkened star? Why put on flesh veils? Well, it is, because the soul chose free will and 

the right to experiment in the universe of God and the Father granted that request and 

they left as from Abraham's bosom, from the great causal body and evolved to more 

and more dense spheres, and there are those hours in which the fallen angels tempted 

them separating those of their first love And there began the densification of the flesh 

and mind and people lost contact with their God. They forgot the name I am the one I 

am, and God sent the knowledge of true monotheism in the midst of pagan cultures, 

even to Akhenaten and then to Moses and once again the great I am became the focal 

point like the sun, symbol of the presence of God, many hands extending as 

Akhenaten saw him. With the power to move a nation like Moses perceived him and 

today the source of your strength and your healing, as you perceive the same presence. 
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They may try to divide the body of God on earth by means of religious schism and 

argumentation, emphasizing the letter of the law. We have seen enough inquisition in 

our time. We have seen enough wars between Protestants and Catholics and what is 

the net gain? The only true gain on the path of religion is the Spirit, the Holy Spirit with 

the individual and then moving nations. You see, moving among his people who can 

still extract from America those servants children of God who will truly manifest an 

example of the path of freedom and discipleship with Saint Germain, the beloved 

Joseph. Beloved hearts of light, do you realize that the return to discipleship is 

necessary because people have forgotten their God? They have not understood the 

true coming of Jesus and that is why they do not understand, why have the saints lived? 

Why have they sacrificed? Why have they left a record? Why don't they put the 

emphasis on you, but on Christ nailed to a cross? This will not help you unless you 

realize that everything that was in that Son of God can be yours; And the imitation of 

the Path of Jesus Christ is surely our call and our teachings are the fundamental 

teachings of the Spirit, they are the teachings given to the apostles. It is the anointing 

of the apostles. It is the transfer of fire from heart to heart. It is jumping and speaking in 

tongues. It is the power of our God with us until healing. And yes, it is the absorbed 

study of the ancient scriptures. Juan himself, the beloved, took from the Vedas, "in the 

beginning it was the Word and the Word was with Brahman." Beloved hearts such 

fragments, such shells have remained and so it makes a nation when it is challenged 

divided and weak, what does those that manipulate monetary volume and economy 

exist? What does it do, when children do not know how to read and write and cannot 

rise to become leaders and representatives of the even greatest nation on Earth? In 

what situation is a people left when they have no recourse to Almighty God and his 

Spirit in them? What can they do when their bodies are harassed by drugs, when they 

are imprisoned by violence, when the first thing they think when they finish working is in 

all kinds of pleasure and entertainment? I tell you, if the West is going to be saved from 

what is plotted by the dark ones on this planet, there must be a growing fervor and a 

return to the first principles of the Church and the State. How will we tell you?; How are 

they going to be taught by God when the false shepherds have invaded the temples 

and denounced even the very communion of the saints that we enjoy with you and you 

with us in this spirit of the Great White Brotherhood? The brothers and sisters of light 

on earth have the right provided by Jesus Christ to commune with brothers and sisters 

in heaven. Not through psychic or astral, but through the true Holy Spirit. And the Holy 

Spirit is the Comforter and the Instructor who has come to you to bring all those things 

to your memory that Jesus taught you. When did he teach you those things that are 

now reminded of you? When was it? Were you all in Galilee? It is not possible that the 
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tens of thousands and millions that are attached to the Brotherhood Path on this planet, 

have been there in the flesh and so Jesus spoke to all of you whom he preached in all 

the octaves of being at that time and mission, because the Son of God truly spoke from 

the etheric retreats and the whole world heard him. Do you think his fame spread only 

by the apostles or by the rumors that run in India? , I tell you no. The power of the 

presence of Jesus Christ on earth has been the power to get in touch with every living 

soul these 2000 years with internal knowledge and the sense of honor of the presence 

of Christ in them. And that teaching continues in spite of what they say in their 

mosques or synagogues or temples, because the living Christ does graze theirs, nation 

by nation, and for the following reason. People distinguish good from evil. They know 

what it should be and what it shouldn't be; They know what is bad if they allow 

themselves to perceive it, and therefore the values last. The code of honor is present 

with the comings and goings of philosophers and psychologists and all the others who 

now say this is right, and then they say, this is wrong. The relative good and evil are 

not the story of your life. Put that aside and recognize that the absolute good of God 

present in you is the power to devour the forces of absolute evil that is first that tyranny 

over the soul, spirit and heart of man. We, Dayerling's advice, gathered at this time of 

the summer solstice, we go to our chelas all over the world here and in the spirit, and 

we summon you as said before, but we say it again, to a new birth of freedom, this time 

to a spiritual birth of freedom. I recommend that you seek the presence with you of the 

Holy Spirit. I recommend a path of devotion. I recommend the path that has always 

worked for those who have truly and sincerely applied it as Jesus taught it: prayer and 

fasting, sacrifice and devotions, prayers to God and service to the poor and weak This 

is the path to pay off karma by covering God's conscience day after day, being the 

instrument of the flow of the powerful river of life. This is the message of the 

discipleship of the adolescent Jesus who went to look for his teacher Maitreya; that he 

went to sit at the feet of the Buddha who had come and left 500 years before his trip. 

He went to sit at the feet of those masters who had gone before him and stopped at 

Luxor to be initiated in the first steps of the Temple of the Initiation, when he could have 

received the full mantle of the master of that temple. Jesus paid tribute and showed 

deference to the order of the hierarchy and you see this well documented in the Holy 

Scriptures at the time of his transfiguration. The Father and the Son ordering the 

presence of the Ascended Master Moses. The presence of the ascended Master Elijah. 

They talked to Jesus, they talked to Him. The Ascended Masters talked to God's 

unbounded Son. And his disciples Peter, James and John witnessed and wrote about 

that and is explained in the Gospels. This is the unequivocal example of the chain of 

hierarchy, illustrating that there were some who ascended and were in heaven with 
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God before Jesus, like Enoch, who walked with God and disappeared because God 

took him. Thus the ancients that existed before were carried by God, so you realize 

that the path that Jesus followed was never an exception, it was not something unique 

and exceptional, where a life would forever atone for the sins of many, but the example 

of what had been done over and over and over again. Always the avatar coming to give 

the disciples on earth. The example that there is an escape from death and hell and the 

round of suffering. There is a path of self-transcendence. Death is not the end of life, 

and when the veil separates at that time it is good to be prepared to have woven the 

immortal solar body that Jesus calls the wedding dress and he said to the one who 

went to the wedding banquet: Friend, how did you enter without being a wedding dress? 

Tie your feet and hands and throw the darkness out of the outside. The wedding dress 

is the spiritual body that you knit with the word and the work of God. It is the burning 

aura of the saints and it is the means of transporting the soul to those octaves of light 

from where you descended to this low state of flesh, as they say and to which you will 

return. My beloved, the prayer "come to us your kingdom as well on earth as in 

heaven," is the prayer of the saints who want to bring that rarefied light from the eighth 

ether to physics. That they want to bring to this earthly plane perhaps a utopia a new 

world; a new Atlantis; A way of living that can exceed this, where people can be free 

from pain and deadly diseases caused, not only by their karma but by chemical 

substances, impure food, substances that they put in their bodies, a world free of wars 

and the eruption of violence that comes from the bowels of those whose free will has 

been used to engage them on a path of error. And the error leads to unreality and 

unreality leads to madness. Thus the madmen lurk for the earth taking innocent lives, 

offering freedom, sow corruption, corruption of the spirit and the soul and not of the 

body, and that is why the dangers of this era are so great, and that is why I say that this 

is the greatest moment in all history so that each and every one of you of his testimony 

and establishes that contact with God, that all those who have gone before you have 

become way in instruments of light the spiritual power and the healing and the 

maintenance of the balance of nations. The overwhelming test is on the part of the 

discipleship path. It has a coherence of tens and thousands of years you will not find 

any difference except perhaps in a slight way in the form or ritual on the trails of the 

saints of the East or West. There is no difference in the light of the gaze or the 

brightness of the aura or the power of the chakras or the novice ability of transmutation 

and alchemy that comes into your life when you begin to invoke the violet flame. The 

coherence of this path along with the absolute inconsistency of the factions of 

Protestantism, Catholicism, Judaism or Muslims who perpetually discuss with each 

other and remain separated and divided because they cannot agree on the letter and 
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have departed from the true spirit and even in that spirit of ecumenism, my beloved, 

you find that you have not reached the resolution of your doctrine. They have given 

their flocks the power of God to change the tide of world conditions. Understand all of 

you without exception the great joy as when a child rejoices in his first step, in the first 

word he can spell or read, or identify on a poster. In the first piece you can play on the 

piano or in a laurel wreath given at your graduation. Understand that the path of 

achievement striving by participating in the race winning the Gold Cup is a path that 

reflects the path of discipleship for all. It is the inner sense that says: "I have worked", "I 

have dominated" "God with me and by his grace and because I know who I am and 

God is with me, I can do these things." It's like having it in your pocket. It is something 

you have done. When and if it were ever the case that a teacher did for the disciple 

what only the disciple can do for himself, the disciple would be like the child or any of 

you. The person who is given something without responsibility, effort and work without 

inner achievement feels aggrieved by the individual who gives him that reward without 

effort. Thus the false pastors who preach, in fact create a servile relationship between 

sinners and a favorite and internally and subconsciously son really what is operating is 

hatred of Christ. It is a psychological maneuver of the fallen angels that preach infernal 

fire of sulfur and an enormous fear, and an angry god and the promise of eternal hell 

and condemnation to those who do not repent. These are the preaching of the demon 

that has created an alternative religion to the true teaching of Jesus Christ. Realize this 

that many pastors who are thus indoctrinated have no tendency to evil but have simply 

followed the common philosophy that has been given to them and that has continued 

for generations, the test is in the pudding. The test is in the action Where are the 

results? Where are the results? When Billy Graham sees the communist world and 

declares that everything is fine and that Baptists are free and that they should submit to 

their governments, how can everything be fine when not having the power to challenge 

communism? They decide to surrender and recommend that true Christians submit to 

the brutality that still exists today and to persecution. Who is going to cry out to the 

living God, and to pronounce, and to be willing to be a fool for Christ? Beloved hearts, 

we look here and already all over the face of the earth and truly declare that those 

isolated individuals, such as Reverend Burt Brand who are determined to tell the true 

story of torture and the torment of Christians, those are those whose voice of truth will 

never be denied. The flame of freedom cannot be extinguished, it speaks in many 

hearts. We are here summoning the powerful archangels to go with their legions of light 

to free those souls that are imprisoned, to free them from the astral nightmares of 

demons and disembodied that attack the mind and body. Who is going to stand up and 

shout atrocity? Where are the Christian nations that should be in defense of freedom 
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fighters? Who, among those who have the greatest tendency towards the liberal and 

leftist, could justify the Soviet invasion and destruction in Afghanistan? Who can 

approve to drop toys that when collected by children mutilate them for a lifetime? Who 

can defend the system? Realize, in the name of Jesus, that it results in the destruction 

of souls and nations one by one. Who can be called a Christian if he does not run to his 

help and gives them that help they should receive if that nation is going to last. What is 

happening on the planet, I tell you, is the result of the weakness of religion itself and a 

shortage of religious leaders. That is why we come to give you our moment and the 

moment in the Holy Spirit that is with us so that your fervor for freedom and for the will 

of God can take you to those avenues that you choose and to which your inner self 

takes you where you can protect human rights, wherever you can set the limits; 

Wherever you must set the limits. Because surely somewhere some injustice must say 

to your heart: "I cannot live in the honor and integrity of my soul and allow this injustice 

to continue!" "I must decide which side I am on, I must speak! I must report! I must 

show that humanity does not need to go down to this degradation! To deny the dignity 

of any man or woman or child anywhere on earth! And his freedom to be the sole 

purpose of life is to find God, to find God in yourselves and your talents and your call 

and your sacred work and to endow anything you do with His Spirit. They may say 

something else but when you reach the depths of the soul nobody in this world is 

happy until you have made peace with your God, your presence I am. There are many 

who would deny this, but are they truly happy? They say they are happy but have not 

known the joy of reality. Many are crazy, many are tied and yet do they take the path to 

God? Why don't they take the path? Is it because they have been given since 

childhood with such aversion with such obvious failures, that they have become 

diagnostic atheists instead of listening to the same truism after Sunday? Many people 

have learned to hate God in the churches, because they have never been told that 

there is an exciting path waiting for them, the path back home that allows you day after 

day to know the joy of doing more for those in need, because there is more of God in 

you. Have you ever thought about what churches separate many people from God? 

The true and living God? The reality of the Way of the Cross? The reality of life as it 

should be? I can tell you, without ambiguity, that the doctrines taught today in the main 

religions in the West will never give people the ability to save their nations. Do I preach 

a particular class of religion? No. The teachings of the Ascended Masters incorporate 

the path that the mystical body of God has walked for all eternity, it is not even unique 

to this planetary system is the same descent of the soul to the great experiment in 

freedom and free will meeting all the forces that pretend to be the adversary when the 

only true enemy is within. And that is the supreme knowledge that is "man know 
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yourself and know yourself as God", and know that the only enemy that can overcome 

in your life is your own fear, or internal division, or concession or lack of true surrender 

to God. Is this a church, no. I say no. It is much more. It is a movement, it is a 

revolution to return to the foundations of every avatar that has begun a path of freedom 

developing specifically for the waves of life, or the nations, or the times in which it has 

come so you do not find anything peculiar when giving a Buddhist song or a Hail Mary 

or our Father or when communicating with the archangel Michael, or speaking with 

Gabriel, absolutely nothing peculiar Well, it was said of the Hebrews that they were a 

peculiar people and what was different in them was that they knew their God. I ask that 

this trip that you have made as a pilgrimage to our dedicated Sanctuary of Light as the 

Western SAMBHALA give you the opportunity to examine your soul and that perhaps 

something we have said or written is the spark that connects you with that divine 

potential that has been asleep for eons. It is the revival that we want to convey, it is the 

native power of God for you and it is especially the love of our bands and hosts 

towards you personally as our brothers and sisters. We remain on earth for you and 

millions of other people who would truly act better if they had more knowledge, who 

truly want to know the truth and who persecute many righteous men thinking that they 

are serving God. The path of the violet flame and the spoken word, loved, is certainly 

the path that can lift the accumulated debris of density of the centuries, the cover of the 

chakras, the limitation of the human brain because it has lost the impulse of the crystal 

cord and the flow of light. Humanity does not need to join the computer to gain powers 

over humans but simply to unite with the living Christ. I ask every day that this nation 

and all the people of the earth do not have to get to know the truth through adversity, 

through nuclear war, through an economic collapse. I trust that you will pray with me in 

this way because beloved the prayer of the righteous, those who use the right law the 

correct use of the law of the science of the spoken word, it helps a lot and so let's say: 

“Our heavenly Father, we beg you in the name of the saints who have gone before and 

the dear people of this earth, that the enlightenment comes by the power of the 

archangels and the interaction of angels Holy Comforter”. "Our Father, we ask you 

today and every day to bring healing light and comfort, peace and the perception of the 

enemy of their souls" "Oh God sends your angel of faith, the archangel Michael to help 

them. Send that saint of God so that they are not removed from the screen of life 

prematurely and do not miss the opportunity to fulfill his divine plan and to glorify 

you. ”“ Our heavenly Father, make us stewards of your grace and your abundant life. 

Make us responsible for the care of the sick and the needy give us a comprehensive 

heart to walk many kilometers with our brother Our Heavenly Father Pray for all souls 

all those who are the lovers of his heart; Those who truly worship you through him even 
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if they have been limited by orthodoxy in any way I call the legions of truth and in the 

name of the Son of God I the Moria called the two elections of angels of the Lord Christ 

to descend to rescue the churches this day so that they can be filled with your true 

spirit and not with the spirits of the night that seize their bodies and their chacras 

Dancing or jumping or screaming or crying like the Chohan of the first ray demanded 

the exorcism of the churches of those evil spirits and the exorcism of all forms of 

demon that incite them to depart from the true and living spirit of the Holy Spirit. 

Mahachohan, enter them and purge them and may the living fire of true freedom and 

true worship be in them because these are their hearts, our father, free them and 

become fiery disciples by putting themselves on the part of the defense instead of 

supporting the pacifism of the devil. Oh living word, as you have also written I have 

taken my pen this day and I have written my code message in the hearts of mine. It's 

my don't forget me. Dear chelas of the will of God with fervor id and fight the good 

battle and gain ground for the reality tie of unreality and illusion and free the captives, 

because it is your mission and your desire and all your love fulfilled. I stay with you as a 

mentor on the path always eager to help you especially in your calls by divine 

government and abundant life in the economy. In the name of my teacher and friend of 

Luz the great divine director in the joy of my co-worker Saint Germain  

I am the Morya  


